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Hap

If but some vengeful
From up the sky, and
Know that thy sorrow
That thy love's loss
Then would
Steeled by
Half-eased
Had willed

god would call to me
laugh: "Thou suffering thing,
is my ecstasy,
is my hate's profiting!"

I bear it, clench myself, and die
'
the sense of ire unmerited;
in that a Powerfuller than I
and meted me the tears I shed.

But not so. How arrives it joy lies slain,
And why unblooms the best hope ever sown?
- Crass Casualty obstructs the sun and rain,
And dicing Time for gladness casts a moan ...
These Purblind Doomsters had as readily strown
Blisses about my pilgrimage as pain.
Thomas Hardy
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Chapter I

-

The Failure of Christianity

Thomas Hardy
poet,

(1840-19 28),

and short story writer,

prolific Victorian novelist
,
frequently upset the austere

Victorian society by relating tragic tales concern ing the
fate of mankind.

A long time correspondent of Hardy's,

Edmund Gosse, outraged by his seemingly deliberate choice of
m elancholy subject matter, once deman ded:
uwhat has
Providence done to Mr. Hardy that he should stand up in the

arable land of Wesse x and shake his fist at his creator?"
(Draper 12).

And shake his fist at his creator Hardy did,

time and time again.

On J anuary 29, 1890, six years before

the publication of Jude the Obscure
following entry in his journal:

(1896), Hardy made the
ur have been looking for God

fifty years, and I think if he had existed I should have dis
covered him"

(� � 234).

This is quite a shocking

statement corning from a man whose early ambition was to be a
clergyman.

Not only did Hardy lose hope in eternal salvation

and in the concept of a Christian God, he portrayed his major
tragic figures as victims of fate or chance.
Mayor

of

casterbridge

(1886),

Tess

of

the

Nowhere in To..e.
D'Urbervilles

(1891), or J ude the Obscure (1896), does a generous deity of
any type intervene and rescue the admirable characters, Tess
of the D' Urbervilles,

Jude Fawley,

Sue Bridehead,

Michael

Henchard , and countless others, from their destructions.
Further, in Hardy's fiction and poet ry , the religious

Not only does
references most often tend to be sarca st ic•
Hardy utilize his literary works to rebel against God, or
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"shake his fist at his creator" as Mr.

Gosse once said,

he

uses them to mock God and His most powerful creation, nature.
More specifically, by juxtaposing tragic incidents with reli
gious ideas, Hardy places the blame upon God or upon whatever
"Purblind Doomsters" created man and abandoned him to cruel
fate.

In support of this, when asked to reconcile the horrors of human and animal life with the idea of the absolu te
goodness of God, Hardy replied:

"Mr. Hardy regrets that he

is unable to suggest any hypothesis which would reconcile the
existence of such evils as Dr.
idea of omnipotent goodness.

Grosart des cribes with the

Perhaps Dr.

Grosart might be

helped to a provisional view of the universe by the recently
published Life of Darwin,

and the works of Herber t Spencer

and other agnostics" (The Life 214).
Ironically,
li efs

because

when questioned about his theological be
of

the

followi ng

line

in

�

Q_f_

the.

D'Urbervilles, "'Justice' was done, and the President of the
Immortals, in AEschylean phrase , had ended his support with
Tess" (Hardy 506), Hardy angrily replied:
inform any thinking reader,

"As I need hardly

I do not hold and never have

held, the ludicrous opinions here assumed to be mine, which
are really, or approximately, those of the primitive belie ver
in his tribal god" (The Life 256) ·

However, this is not the

first instance in which Hardy denied an evident truth about
one of his novels, as J. 0. Bailey will later establish in

reference to the autobiographical echoes in Jude the Obscure.
Hardy himself admitted that his theological views did influ

ence his fiction in the following letter to John Addington
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Symonds on April 14, 1889:
The tragical conditions of life imperfectly denoted
in The Return of the Native and some other stories

of mine I am less and less abl e to keep out of my
work.
I often begin a story with the intention of
making it brighter and gayer than usual·
but the
I

question of conscience soon comes in; and it does
not seem right, even in novels, to willfully belie
one's own views.

All comedy,

is tragic,

if you

A question which used to
trouble me was whether we ought to write sad sto
look deep enough into it.

ries, considering how much sadness there is in the
world already.

But of late I have come to the con-

clusion that, the first step towards cure of

I

or

even relief from, any disease being to understand
it,

the study of tragedy in fiction may possibl y

here and there be the means of showing how to es
cape the worst forms of it, at least, in real life.
(Letters 1: 190)
Hence, Hardy admitted that in his fiction he depicted life as
he saw it, and evidently Hardy saw a great deal of cruelty.
One may further conclude that Hardy's statement concerning
M ichael Henchard,

his infamous Mayor of Casterbridge,

that

llHappiness was but the occasional episode in a general drama
of p ain"
(Mayor 484), proves applicable not only to the
Mayor, but also to Tess, Jude, Sue , and many others, includ
ing the average man as Hardy knew him.
Apparently, from 1856 when Hardy's conscience forced him

5

to abandon a career in the church and to pursue one
in architecture until his death, Hardy's outlook on life and
his at
titude toward s God became increasingly agnostic and
pes _

simistic.
tion,

In 1902 Hardy, obviously responding to an accusawrote the following in his journal:
"A Pessimist's

apology.

Pessimism (or rather what is calle d such) is in
b rief playing a sure game.
You cannot lose at it; you may

gain.

It is the only view of life in whic h you can never be
disappointed. Having reckoned what to do in the worst possi

b le circumstance,

when better arise, as the y m ay,

comes child's play" (The Life 333-334).
tially denied being a pessimist,

life be

Thus, though he ini

here Hardy admits to the

fact and attempts to justify his theories.

In 1888,

Har dy

expressed similar views on the value of life as is evident in
the following:
I have attempted many modes [of finding it].

For

my part, if there is any way of getting melanch oly
satisfaction out of life it lies in dyi ng,

so to

speak, before one is out of the flesh; by whi ch I
mean putting on the manners of ghosts, wandering in
their haunts, and taking their views of surrounding
things.

To think of life as passing away is a sad-

ness; to think of it as past is at least tolerable.
Hence even when I enter into a room to pay a simple
morning call I have unconsciously the habit of re

garding the scene as if I were a spectre not solid
enough to influence my environment, only fit to be

hold and say, as another spectre said:

'Peace be

6
unto you.'

(The Life 218)

Similarly, David Daiches and Jon Stallworthy in their
brief commentary on Thomas Hardy's purpose in writing and his
position in regards to pessimism in his works note:

"Hardy

himself denied that he was a pessimist, calling himself a
'meliorist,' i.e., one who believes that the world may be
made better by human effort.

But, there is little sign of

'meliorism' in either his most important novels or his lyric
poetry"
this

(1739)

quotation

One example which evidences the truth of
lies

within

Tess

of

the

D'Urbervilles.

Throughout much of the novel, one views Angel Clare's father,
a devout minister, futilely attempting to save the unsavable.
More specifically, Alec D'Urberville's religious conversion
lasts for an extremely short period of time, and neither Alec
nor especially Tess benefits from it.

According to Hardy, as

sincere as Clare's father may have been in his religious con
victions, he proves unable to effect any significant change
for mankind.

Mr. Clare could not even save his own son, much

less save a stranger.
Daiches and Stallworthy also describe Hardy the man ac"The sadness in Hardy- his incurately in the following:
ability to believe in the government of the world by a benev
olent God, his sense of waste and frustra tion involved in
human life, his insistent irony when fac ed w ith moral or
metaphysical questions- is part of the late Victorian mood.
What has been termed 'the disappearance of God' affected
him more deeply than many of his contemporaries, because
until he was twenty-five, he seriously consid ered enterin g

7
the Church"

(1739).

This intense sadness of Hardy's repeat-

edly prevails in his novels and it culminates in Jude the
Obscure.
Along these same lines, Hardy's agnosticism continued
throughout the remainder of his literary career.

After

swearing never to write another line of fiction because of
the extremely harsh reviews of Jude the Obscure, Hardy sought
However, his poems, like

refuge in his first love--poetry.

his novels, soon became his vehicle for expressing his anger
towards God, life, and nature.

In 1904, when questioned

about his philosophies and the instillation of them into his
poetry, Hardy replied:

"The old theologies may or may not

have worked for good in their time.

But they will not bear

stretching further in epic or dramatic art.

The Greeks used

up theirs; the Jews used up theirs; the Christians have used
up theirs.

So that one must make an independent plunge, em

bodying the real, if only temporary, thought of the age.

But

I suspect that I shall catch it hot and strong for attempting
it!"

(The Life 344) .

Three years later, Hardy made a more

blatant statement against religion and God in his journal:

we enter church, and we have to say, 'We have erred
and strayed from thy ways like lost sheep,' when

what we want to say is, "Why are we made to err and
stray like lost sheep?".

Then we have to sing, 'My

soul doth magnify the Lord', when what we want to
·
·
sing is, '0 that my soul could find some Lord that
it could magnify!

Till it can, let us magnify good

works, and develop all means of easing mortals'

8
progress through a

world not worthy

of them. ,

Still, being present, we say the established words
full

the

of

adding,

historic

sentim ent

only,

mental ly

'How happy our ancestors were in repeating

in all sincerity these articles of faith!'

But we

perceive that none of the congregation recognizes
that we repeat the words from an antiquarian inter
est in them, and in a historic sense, and solely in
order to keep a church of some sort afoot -a thing
indispensable; so that we are pretending what is
not true; that we are believers.
we must leave.

This must not be;

And if we do, we reluctantly go to

the door, and creep out as it creaks complainingly
behind us.

(The Life 358)

Not only did Hardy declare his own lack of faith,
presumed that the average man felt as he did,
(mankind) seldom would admit it.

he

though he

Hardy obviously resented

what he perceived as religious hypocrisy as much as he re
sented his own inability to believe.

Too often were Tess,

Jude, and sue the victims of some religious fanatic's exer
cising what he or she felt to be the will of God.
According to J. 0. Bailey, Hardy remained agnostic but
ucontinued all his life to read the Bible daily, quote from
it, and attend church.

He laid numerous scenes in his novels

and poems in a church or churchyard" (153).

Yet he could not

reconcile himself with the God and teachings of his youth and
this fact is evident in his following statement:
Christianity nowada ys as expounded by

Christian

9
apologists has an entirely different meaning from
If I underthat which it has when I was a boy.

lf to the religion of emo
stand, it now limits itse
sm that was taught by
tional morality and altrui

so limits itself. But this
Jesus Christ, or nearly
apper tain espec iall y to
teach in g does not
Christianity:

other moral religions within whose

Christ has never been heard,
sphere the name of
Perhaps this is a mere ques
teach the same thing.

and does not much matter.
tio n of terminology,
erstitions read every Sunday
That the dogmatic sup

ative recitation of old arti
are merely a com memor
by our grandfathers, may not
cle s of faith held
as long as this is well under
much matter either,
ld be more honest to make these
stood. Still it wou
casting the Liturgy, for their
points clearer by reBut there
ten misapprehended.
real meaning is of
of such a clearing up, and I
seems to be no sign
'Apology' [in Late Lyrics] in
fear that since the
as much some years ago, no adwhich r expressed
rather indeed a
as been shown:
vance whatever h
rre nt towards a belief in magic
childish back - cu
(The Life 358-359)
rites.
ry much concerned with
dy remained ve
Throughout his life, Har
man, and this concern is evident in
the plight of his fellow
conceded that the basic
Hardy also
much of his fiction.
eal of
y were in keeping with the id
t
ni
ia
st
ri
Ch
of
principles
;
however, he
rds his fellow man
wa
to
y
el
an
um
man 's behaving h
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was quick to realize that all moral religions were based on
this same idea, even those religions that had no connection

with Jesus Christ.

Hence, Christianity, to Hardy, showed itself to be of no particular importance.
He sincerely be -

lieved that even the worshi p process had become meaningless
and mechanical and that men participated only for the sake of
t radition and appearances.
But Hardy, claiming to be of an

honest nature, could not bring himself to participate in such
hypocrisy.
In 1892, Hardy began a long and intimate correspondence
with a novelist named Florence Henniker and he continued to
co rrespo nd with her until her death in 1923.
From the content of the numer ous letters that Hardy wrote to F lorence
Henniker, one gathers that he valued her intellectual ability
because he frequently discussed his writings and his philosoPhies with her.

In a letter to Florence in 1900, Hardy made

the following statement in reference to Christianity:
uI met
a reli gious man on Friday (by the way, he is the son of the

ol d parson whose portrait I partially drew in Angel Clare's
f athe r) , and I said, We the civilized worl d have given
Chris tianity a fair trial for nearly 2000 years, and it has

not yet taught countries the rudimentary virtue of keeping
(I
peace: so why not throw it over, and try, say, Buddhism?
It shocked him"
may have said the same thing to you) ·
one notes that Hardy's desire to shock
(Lette rs 2: 248).

Christian, or r eligious, men into thinking extends into his
believed that Christianity had
works.
How ever, though he
failed in its initial purpose and now functioned as a sort of
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obsolete weapon, he did not excuse immor al behavior.

In ref-

erence to Alec D'Urberville's treatment of Tess, Jagdish
Dave
states:
There was, the vulgar rationalism of the educated
mass of his times who, incapable of thinking inde

pendently for them selves,

recite d parrot-fashion

the opinions received from fashionable phil oso _

phers, and felt free to act as they pleased, immune
from God's punitive power.

Such moral nih ilism,

which to the vulgar mind seems the corol lary of
atheism, is illustrated in Alec's relapse into las
civious

wa ys

afte r

a

brief

conv ersi on

Christianity in Tess of the D'Urbervilles.
evidently does not approve of it.

to

Hardy

He felt, on the

contrary, that the absence of God entailed not per
missive license, but the freedom and responsibility
of man to build up ethic s of gratuitous self -de
nial.

(10)

In other words, Hardy lacked faith in God, but his lack
of f aith did not make him an unscrupulous heathen. He merely

su ggests that man should improvise, or find a better way of
This belief or
life because God had failed to do so for him.
la ck of belief is a recurring idea throughout Jude the
Qbscure.
comfort in

Jude 's tragedy results because he attempts to find
sue after his ambitions are thw arted by poverty,

and she too fails him.

In fact, one may say Jude loses Sue

to God because she forsakes Jude because of her be 1·ief that
they h ave sinned.
Hence, God and the religion centered upon
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Him merely add to Jude's burdens.

Chapter II

13

- A Very Personal History

Though Hardy readily admitted that he could not
avoid
instilling his personal beliefs into his writings,
he repeat
edly denied that Jude the Obscure contained any
autobiograp h

ical information.

Why Hardy would so blatantly denounce God
and religion in his personal letters, his journal,
and espe

cially his fiction, and then swear that Jude contained "
not a
scrap of personal detail" (Pinion 53), tends to confuse
and
frustrate the Hardy scholar.
Overwhelming evidence contrary

to Hardy's statement exists.

For example, Norman Page in his
essay in Dictionary of Literary Biography states:
Hardy declared there was no autobiog raphy in the
novel, but the claim is transparently false.
the young Hardy,

Like

Jude works painfull y to educ ate

himself, concentrating (as Hardy had done), on tra
ditional academic disciplines of the classic s and
Since he must earn a living, he becomes
theology.
a stonesman

(recalling the occupation of Hardy' s

His ambition takes him to
Christminster, the great university town whose col
father and grandfather)•

leges are monopolized by the sons of the well-to-do
rather than by the poor scholars for whom they were
originally founded, and Hardy moves his hero out
Jude is the most
side the familiar Wessex world.

restless of Hardy's protagoniSts, and his wander.
ings mi•rror the unsatisfied longings of his heart
( 138)
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Not only do Jude's wanderings represent the dissa
tisfaction
of his heart, they also reflect Hardy's bitter
discontentment
With his own life. Jude is unquestionably Hardy's mos
t trag

ic novel.

Page points out that Horace Maule, Hardy's mentor,
committed suicide in 1873 and that •this was a great
blow to

Ha rdy, whose biographer, Robert Gittings, has suggested
that
the infl uence of Maule's death was both profound and
far-

r eachin g:

'We can date the emergence of Hardy as a fully

tragic artist, and expounder of man's true miseries, from the
suicide of this friend, and the appalling revealed ironies of
that personal history'" (124).
Furthermore, in an article entitled "Ancestral Voices in
Ju d� the Obscure," J. O. Bailey, a leading Hardy scholar of
his time, commented upon Hardy 's denial of the obvious auto
biographical traits in Jude in the following:
Hardy had several reasons for denying that he drew
the novel from his own experiences. He was so shy
that he did not like to be touched and would shrink
from a friendly hand, so secretive that after tear
ing pages from his notebooks and burning thousands
of letters, he instructed his executors to tear out

and burn more, and so sensitive to criticism that
when Jude was reviewed under the headings of "J ude
the Obscene" and "Hardy the Degenerate," he stopped
writing novels.

Jude echoes incidents in Hardy's

ir with Tryphena Sparks and
1 ong-concealed love affa
Mrs. Arthur Henniker. The
his secret affection for
tell Hardy's life story prenovel also does not
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cisely.

He was not, like Jude, an orphan, and was

not subject to lapses into drunkenness and sensual
ity;

he did not die in poverty in Christminster.

(Bailey 143)
This sensitivity on Hardy's part that Bailey describes may
also be the reason that Hardy earlier denied that the conclu
sion of Tess embodied his religious disbeliefs.

In addition

to this, Bailey also draws further significant parallels be
tween Hardy's life and Jude's.

Hardy has been engaged to his

cousin, Tryphena Sparks, just as Jude was engaged to his
cousin,

Sue Bridehead.

And Fawley, Jude's last name, was

also the name of a village where Hardy's paternal grandmoth
er, Mary Head Hardy, was born.

Also, this same grandmother

had a stillborn, illegitimate child-another idea mirrored in
Jude (149) .
In addition to these similarities in Hardy's life and
the background of Jude the Obscure, more evidence comes to
light.

In an article entitled "Thomas Hardy in Jude the

Obscure," F. R. Southerington states:
The depression and cynicism which sweep over Jude
Fawley towards the end of his career reflect feel
ings very close to Hardy's own:

he wrote to Edmund

Gosse of months and years in which he had gone to
bed

wishing never to rewaken;

he

told

T.

P.

O'Connor that he did not care if every book he had
written were destroyed and forgotten.
publication of Satires

of

Circumstance

After the
Florence

Hardy wrote to a friend that her husband seemed
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completely weary of life,

and although there are
still living witnesses who can test ify to Hardy
's

sense of gaiet y and fun, it is the pessimistic
and
despairing Hardy who broods through the pages
of
Jude the Obscure. ( 6 3)
Hence, in spite of Hardy's stubborn insistence
that Jude was
no t in the least reflective of his own life, J u de
may very
Well be his most autobiographical novel. Hardy merely
denied
the obvious similarities between Jude's life and his
own be

cause he feared the forthcoming scorn of his contemporar
ies.
In his book entitled "I'd Have My Life Unbe:"

Hardy's Self-Destructive Characters,

Thomas

F rank Giordano focuses
upon this aspect of the novel that Hardy had hoped would
be

overlo oked; indeed many critics occupied with the marriage

and divorce issues and Hardy's stand on them in Jude, do miss
the point. Giordano notes:
From the time Hardy jotted the note which was the
germ for the story, through his experim entatio n

with various titles, and for years after the bo ok
was published, his central interest had been fixed

on the experience of a young man - 'who could not
go to Oxford'- His struggles and ultimate failure.
Suicide. (207-8)
Giordano also states:

What needs to be emphasized is that divorce, dog
matic religion , and snobbish barrier s to academic

training, as symbols of separation and alie nation,
are amon g the many experiences which account for
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Jude's isolation, depression, despair, and suicide.
When the heart of the novel is distinguished from
the fictional skeleton and machinery which support
it, Jude the Obscure emerges as a personal history,
a novel dominated by a character whose life re f lects

the

spirit of the age and whose

death repudiates it.

defiant

(Giordano 116-117)

Hardy did not lie when he stated that in Jude he wished to
tell the story of a young man who was denied admission to a
And, he makes a clear statement in Jude

great university.

concerning the wrongs individuals suffer as a result of so
cial, academic, and especially religious barriers.

However,

as any author is apt to do, Hardy failed to acknowledge his
whole purpose in writing Jude.

The novel indeed proves to be

a personal history- the history of its creator,

and the

heartaches and injustices that Jude faces- the intolerable
first marriage, the denial at the university, the unrequited
love,

and especially,

his loss of faith- are the same mis -

eries that Hardy faced during his lifetime;
conclude that Jude
Thomas Hardy.

Fawley is in part,

if

thus,

one may

not completely,

The few insignificant differences in Hardy's

life and Jude's,

Jude's being an orphan for example,

repre

sent Hardy's vain attempt to protect and conceal his feelings
from an extremely judgmental society.
After years of expressing his discontentment with life
through his fiction,

Hardy openly and bitterly rebelled one

final time in Jude,

and though he blamed the public scorn

that followed the publication of the novel for his deciding
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to abandon fiction forever, the truth may very well be that
Hardy ceased to write novels because he had exhausted their
usefulness.

In spite of what Hardy said, the fact that Jude

the Obscure is today considered Hardy's masterpiece, and is,
as one critic says,
philosophy"

"The most powerful expression of Hardy's

(Bantam edition of Jude) ,

proves that Jude is

much more than a tale of a young man who could not go to col
lege.

19
Chapter III - The Insensitivity of God and Man
beliefs prevail throughout Jude
Hardy's philosophies and
green"
tl
Part one of the novel enti ed "At Mary
the Obscure.
Fawley and his humble oriopens with a description of Jude
experiences sadness from the
gins.
Jude, a child of eleven,
his death in the final pages.
first page of the novel until
note of great change--p erhaps inThe novel commences on a
Immediately, Hardy informs
s.
dicative of the changing time

and eventual rival, the school
the reader that Jude's mentor
is leaving the rural hamlet.
teacher Richard Philloston,
ys an important role in sha ping
Incidentally, Philloston pla
"My scheme or dream
to Jude:
Jude's future when he comments
By
.
, and then to be ordained
is to be a university graduate

it, I shall be at the head
ar
ne
or
r,
te
ns
going to Christmi
if my scheme is practicable at
and
k,
ea
sp
to
so
,
r
qua ters

the spot will afford me a bet
on
g
in
be
at
th
all , I consider
ld have elsewhere"
out then I shou
ter chance of carrying it

ment, Philloston ignites an in
e
at
st
is
th
W
h
it
.
(Jude 10-11)
to be educated- -a desire that
terest in Jude and a desire
Hence, Jude adopts
a s he lives.
never leaves Jude as long
y, both men are gravely
s own. Sadl
Philloston's scheme for hi
rmounting the barriers
chances of su
deceived concerning their
that lie ahead.

t
e importan
A second and mor
attack on
chapter is Hardy's subtle
y
d gone awa
states:
"The rector ha
f changes.
who disliked the sight o

element in this initial
religion.

Hardy casually

for the day, being a man
He did not mean to return
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till evening when the new school teacher would have arrived
and settled in, and everything would be smooth again"
9).

(Jude

Here, Hardy suggests the uselessness of the minister and

this corresponds with Hardy's belief that Christianity had
outlived its usefulness,

and that it provided no practical

answers to those in need, such as Jude.
A final reference of religious nature in Chapter One may
be discerned from the following:
Above all, the original church, hump-backed, wood
turretted,

and

quaintly hipped,

had

been

taken

down, and either cracked in heaps of road metal in
a lane, or utilized as pig-sty walls, garden seats,
guard seats, guard-stones to fences, and rockeries
in the flower beds of the neighborhood.

In place

of it a tall new building of modern Gothic design,
unfamiliar to English eyes, had been erected on a
new piece of ground by a certain obli terator of
historic records who had run down from London and
back in a day.

The site whereon so long had stood

the ancient temple to the Christian divinities was
not even recorded on the green and level grass-plot
that had

immemorially been the churchyard,

the

obliterated graves being commemorated by eighteen
penny

castiron

years.

(Jude 13)

crosses

warranted

to

last

five

Again, Hardy alludes to the changing times and also to what
he

referred

Christianity.

to

in

his

journal

as

the

passing

away

of

The once sacred church, now destroyed and its
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pieces used for household ornaments, has been replaced by a
more modern and hastily erected structure.

Hardy also empha

sizes that in a few years, all remains of the religious edi
fice would be destroyed and forgotten.

Hardy seems to indi

cate that Christianity in its original and intended form must
give way to a new and more secular society.
In Chapter Two,

one learns more of Jude's sad back -

His harsh guardian and great aunt, Drusilla Fawley,

ground.
comments:

"It would have been a blessing if Goddy-mighty had

tooke thee too, wi' thy mother and father, poor useless boy"
(13).

Clearly,

Jude is unwanted,

a tragic idea in itself,

and Drusilla openly announces this to all.

One learns much

of Jude's tender-hearted and sympathetic nature when he de
fies his employer,

Farmer Troutham, and ceases to scare the

birds from the field.

Though a kind notion on Jude's part,

the farmer misunderstands Jude , becomes enraged, and physi
cally abuses Jude.
world.

Jude's kindness has no place in Hardy's

Hardy takes advantage of this scene to inject a sar

castic religious reference in the following:

"This truthful

explanation seemed to exasperate the farmer even more than if
Jude had stoutly denied saying anything at all; and he still
smacked the whirling urchin,

the clacks of the instrument

continuing to resound all across the field

. and echoing

from the brand-new church tower just behind the mist, towards
the building of which structure the farmer had largely sub
scribed, to testify his love for God and man" (17)

The hyp

ocritical farmer supported the construction of a church but
proved unable to adhere to its doctrines.

His callous treat-
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ment of Jude evidenced this fact.

Hardy also notes:

was good for God's birds was bad for God's gardener"

"What
(17), a

comment which emphasizes the difficultly of man's living in
harmony with nature.
In further describing Jude, Hardy employs some of this
personal philosophy in the following:
character,

as it may be called,

"this weakness of

suggested that he was the

sort of man who was born to ache a good deal before the fall
of the curtain upon his unnecessary life should signify that
all was well with him again"

(18).

Hardy suggests that Jude

is fated to suffer and that his life will have little person
al value or satisfaction.

Again, Hardy's personal feelings

about the futility of life are present in his fiction.
A final parallel in this chapter between Jude's thoughts
and Hardy's is present in the following:
rhyme quite as he had thought.
for him to care for.

"Events did not

Nature's logic was too horrid

That mercy towards one set of creatures

was cruelty toward another sickened his sense of harmony.

As

you get older, and felt yourself to be at the center of your
time, and not at a point in its circumference as you had felt
when you were little, you were seized with a sort of shudder
ing, he perceived.
thing glaring,

All around you there seemed to be some

garish,

rattling,

and noises and glares hit

upon the little cell you called your life, and shook it, and
warped it"
how

(19).

Here, Jude, or rather Hardy, realized just

insignificant

Throughout his life,

one

man

is

to

nature

and

to

God.

Hardy frequently expressed this belief

in his personal letters, his diary, his fiction and his poet-
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ry.
The focus of Chapter Three is Jude's new found interest
in Christminster.
enly Jerusalem"

Jude first compares the city to the "heav

(21), and he longs for a glimpse of his heav

enly vision, but the fog, an element of nature, prevents Jude
from seeing the city.

At this point in the novel, the reader

is perhaps unaware of Hardy's intent in having Jude liken
Christminster to Jerusalem.

Christminster later represents

Jude's failure and it torments him for the remainder of his
life.

Interestingly enough, as Bailey points out, Jude never

forsakes this futile dream, just as Hardy never ceased to go
to church even after he no longer believed (Bailey 153).
Next,

Jude decides to pray so that the fog covering

Christminster will dispense.

Hardy notes:

Perhaps if he prayed the wish to see Christminster
might be forwarded.

People said

that,

if you

prayed, things sometimes came to you, even though
sometimes they did not.

He had read in a tract

that a man who had begun to build a church, and had
no money to finish it, knelt down and prayed, and
the money came in the next post.

Another man tried

the same experiment, and the money did not come
. he [Jude] prayed that it might rise

. In the

course of ten or fifteen minutes the thinning mist
dissolved altogether from the northern horizon, as
it had already done elsewhere.

(22)

Here, Hardy emphasized that prayer has no definite influence
over nature or circumstances.

According to Hardy,

things
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prayed for were often granted, but just as often were not,
and that many answered prayers are not answered prayers at
all, such as the fog that had begun to lift long before Jude
prayed for it to.
Another biblical allusion may be found in the following:
"he never communicated with anyone at Marygreen now; who was
In the glow he seemed to see

as if one dead to them here.

Philloston promenading at ease,
Nebuchadnezzar's furnace"

like one of the forms in
Later,

(24).

the reader learns

that God in no way protects Philloston from harm as he did
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego as described in Daniel 3:252 7.

Philloston's dream,

like Jude's,

proves unrealistic.

Both men are deceived by the idea that
chance in going to Christminster, when in
not.

they have a fair
reality they do

Both men find only closed doors and both are essential

ly on their own.
Finally,
face

in

the

Hardy foreshadows the difficulties Jude must
carter's statement to

Jude:

"On'y

foreign

tongues in the days of the Tower of Babel, when no two fami
lies spoke alike.
learning,

. T'is all learning there-nothing but

except religion.

never could understand it.

And that's learning too,
Yes,

for I

'tis serious-minded place.

Not but there's wenches in the street o' nights"

(26).

This

passage indicates the difficulty the common man experiences
in trying to grasp religion and its doctrines,
emphasizes that Christminster,

and it also

or Jude's "heavenly vision,"

is not as noble as it first appears.
At the chapter's conclusion,

Jude seems to age.

Hardy

notes:
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"He suddenly grew older.

It had been the yearning of
his heart to find something to anchor on, to cling
to- for

some place which he could call admirable.
city of light he said to himself.
grows there.

It is the

The Tree of Knowledge

It is what you may call a castle, manned

It would just suit me"
Jude finds nothing to which he may cling in

by scholarship and religion.

( 27)

Sadly,

Christminster, and the "Tree of Knowledge" is forbidden to
Jude, just as it was forbidden to his biblical ancestors.

Jude's quest for knowledge results only in misery-the prima
ry difference is that Jude was never allowed wit hin the

boundaries of his "Eden."
In Chapter Four,

Jude meets the Physici an Vilbert and

bargains with him for some much sought after grammar books.
Jude is so eager to learn that the opp ortunity to obtain
books encourages him greatly because this is his means to
succeeding in getting to Christminster.

Hardy hints, howev-

er, that all is not well in the following:
te rvening fortnight

he

ran

and smiled

"Throug h the inoutwardly

at

his

thoughts, as if they were people meeting and nodding to him

. as if a supernatural lamp were held inside the ir trans
p arent natures, giving rise to the flattering fancy that
heaven lies about them then"

(30) •

Further,

upon finding

that Vilbert has forgotten his promised g rammars, and is indeed a quack, Jude is shattered. Hardy notes:
"He was an

unsophisticated boy but the gift of sudden insight which is
sometimes vouchsafed to children showed him all at once what

a shoddy piece of humanity the quack was made of.

There was
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to be no intellectual light from this sourc .
e
The leaves
dropped from his imaginary crown of laurel;
he turned to a
gate, leant against it, and cried bitterly"
(31). Here, Jude
learns his first lesson about the insincerity of
humanity.

however, manage to obtain his books by the
chapter's close, but they only frustrate him beca
use he has
no background in Latin or Greek and is unable to
read them.
Jude does,

Again, Hardy takes advantage of Jude's distressing
situation
to express his personal dissatisfaction with God in
the following:
"The charm he had supposed in store for him was re-

a lly like that of Israel in Egypt"

(33).

Hardy r elates

Jude's sad plight to that of God's chosen p eople,

and by

doing so indirectly accuses God of not caring for his peo
ple
properly.
This chapter concludes with the first of many bitte r commentaries upon man's existence.
Har dy states:

"Somebody might have come along the way who would hav e asked
him his trouble, and might have cheered him by saying his no

tions w ere further advanced than those of the grammarian.
Bu t nobody did come,

becaus e nobody does;

and' under the

cru shing recognition of his gigantic error Jude continued to
Again, Hardy portrays
Wish himself out of the world" (33) ·

Jude as a loner, one forsaken by God and man.

Also, accord

ing to Hardy's journals, Hardy frequently wished himself out
of the world.

In the subsequent chap ter,

one f inds Jude chastising

Hardy describes Jude
himself for reading pagan literature .
as "one w ho w ished, next to being a sch olar, to be a
Christian divine" (26). Blaming his general love for reading
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for his lapse into "heathen literature," Jude vows to limit
his reading to the Gospels.

Jude believes that works not of

a religious origin are contrary to those that are valued at
Christminster

At this point in the novel,

(36)

Hardy's

irony concerning Christminster and what it represents for
Jude goes undetected.

Further, Hardy notes:

"He thought of

his unknown uncle, his cousin Susanna's father, an ecclesias
tical worker in metal, and somehow mediaeval art in any mate
rial was a trade for which he had rather a fancy.

He could

not go far wrong in following his uncle's footsteps, and en
gaging himself awhile with the carcasses that contained the
scholar souls"

(37) .

Hardy also notes that Jude suspended

his studies temporarily and spent his spare hours copying
letters from the parish church.

Sadly, Jude later proves to

be totally disillusioned with Christminster and all that it
signifies.

The fact that Jude chooses a career of an eccle

siastical nature because he feels he cannot possibly err in
doing so, and is later, because of his unconventional rela
tionship with his cousin Sue, dismissed from this trade, re
iterates Hardy's ideas concerning the futility of the established church.

Jude never finds any spiritual or material

comfort within the church.
The following chapter finds Jude contemplating a career
as a bishop and still obsessed with finding the means of getting to Christminster.

Jude states:

"but I can work hard.

I have staying power in abundance, thank God!
which tells.
and

I' 11

be

and it is that

Yes, Christminster shall be my Alma Mater;
her

beloved son

in whom she

shall be well
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pleased"

(40).

Again, Hardy paraphrases God's statement con

cerning His son Jesus, and in doing so, established a connec
tion between Jude and Jesus.

Christminster,

by rejecting

Jude, indirectly causes his death, just as God's refusal to
take Jesus' cup of suffering from him results in Jesus'
death.

In both instances, two innocent men, Jude and Jesus,

are sacrificed by that in which they sought refuge.
The remainder of the section entitled uAt Marygreen" fo
cuses upon Jude's involvement with Arabella Donn,

an unso

phisticated country girl who deceived the innocent and inex
perienced

Jude

into

marrying

her.

Hardy

foreshadows

Arabella's deception of Jude by referring to a portrait of
Samson and Delilah on the wall in a bar where Jude and
Arabella are conversing (Jude 49).

Arabella interferes with

Jude's intentions of going to Christminster just as Delilah
thwarted Samson's success in battle by destroying his source
of strength.

Hardy utilizes this biblical allusion, like all

previous ones, to make a negative point.

Jude does discover

that Arabella has deceived him concerning her pregnancy and
that they both had erred in that "Their lives ruined,

he

thought; ruined by the fundamental error of the matrimonial
union; that of having based a permanent contract on a tempo
rary feeling which had no necessary connection with affini
ties that alone render a lifelong comradeship tolerable"
(73) .

And,

though Arabella leaves Jude at the end of this

section, this bad marriage haunts Jude for the remainder of
his life.
Hardy makes one final religious reference in this sec-
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tion when Jude and Arabella are killing pigs.

As established

in the novel's beginning, Jude is extremely sensitive to cru
elty to animals, and he is shocked that Arabella can kill a
pig in such a relentless fashion.
replies:

"Thank God!

After the killing,

He's dead, "

Jude

and Arabella states:

"What's God got to do with such a messy job as pig-killing, I
should like to know!

Poor folks must live!"

(69).

Here,

Hardy injects some of his own personal feelings about cruelty
to animals and implies that God is insensitive to it.
pig must die so man may live.

The
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Chapter IV

-

Three

Deception and Disappointment

years

lapse

between

the

conclusion

of

0

At

Marygreen ° and the start of the second part of the novel en
titled llAt Christminster," and the reader finds Jude en route
to Christminster at last.

Hardy notes that uHe had at last

found himself clear of Marygreen and Alfredston:

he was out

of his apprenticeship, and with his tools at his back seemed
to be in the way of making a new start-that start to which,
barring

the

interruption involved in

his

intimacy

with

Arabella, he had been looking forward to for about ten years 0
(81).

Hardy is crafty in his word choice here because he em

ploys the phrase "seemed to be in the way of making a new
start," rather than just stating that Jude was starting anew.
Hardy apparently wishes to warn the reader that trouble lies
ahead for Jude.
Another significant development occurs in this chapter
in

Jude's

Bridehead.

discovering

the

Hardy notes:

existence

of

his

cousin

Sue

"One day while in lodgings at

Alfredston he had gone to Marygreen to see his old aunt, and
had observed between the brass candlesticks on her mantel
piece the photograph of a pretty girlish face, in a broad hat
with radiating folds under the brim like the rays of a halo.
His grand-aunt had gruffly replied that she was his
cousin Sue Bridehead, of the inimical branch of the family;
and on further questioning the old woman had replied that the
girl lived in Christminster"

(82).

Ironically, Hardy refers

to the woman who ultimately destroys Jude as being of an an-
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gelic nature by comparing her hat to a halo, and it is no co
incidence that Sue resides in Christminster, the city which
destroys Jude.
Also

in

this

first

chapter,

Hardy

reveals

Jude's

thoughts as he views Christminster for the first time.

Jude

can almost visualize the religious philosophers long dead who
once inhabited the

city.

sheeted in their surplices, among the
Fawley

were

Tractarian;

the

"modern divines

Hardy states:

most real to Jude

founders of the religious school called

the well-known three, the enthusiast, the poet,

and the formularist, the echoes of whose teachings had influ
enced him even in his obscure home

the form in the

full-bottomed wig, statesman, rake, reasoner, and sceptic;
the

smoothly

Christianity"

shaven
(85).

historian

so

ironically

Hardy, howev-

informs the reader otherwise in the following:

the spectres

to

At this point, Jude believes he is in

the midst of an academic and religious haven.
er,

civil

"One of

(who afterwards mourned Christminster as

'the

home of lost causes,' though Jude did not remember this) was
now apostrophizing her thus:

'Beautiful city! so venerable,

so lovely, so unravaged by the fierce intellectual life of
our century, so serene'" (86).
In the remainder of this initial chapter, Hardy contin
ues to stress the difference between Jude's conception of
what Christminster represents and the reality.

Hardy quotes

a famous poet whom he describes as the last of the optimists
in the following:

"How the world is made for each of us!

And each of the Many helps to recruit - The life of the race
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by a general plan"

But, more importantly Hardy follows

(87).

this quotation with a contrasting one:
and fear to live alone, will'd, we die?" (87).

"Why should we faint,

Since all alone,

so Heaven has

This final reference seems to be more

in line to Hardy's personal philosophies concerning the exis
tence of man and with Jude's sad fate.
In Chapter Two,

the reader finds Jude seeking work in

Christminster with quite a different view of the city.
states:

Hardy

"Passing out into the streets on this errand he

found that the colleges had treacherously changed their sym
pathetic countenances .
disappeared" (88).
his goal,

the spirits of the great men had

For a moment, Jude almost loses sight of

but is encouraged in his employment prospects by

the decrepit state of many of the buildings.
revive in the following:

Jude's hopes

"But the future lay ahead after

all; and if he could be so fortunate as to get into good em
ployment he should put up with the inevitable.
God for his strength and courage .
and

learning;

he

might

. Those palaces of light

some day look

through their panes" (91).

So he thanked

Ironically,

down

on the world

Jude thanks God for

the strength and courage to succeed in the city which eventually drains him of both.

Also,

the "inevitable" to which

Jude refers is something other than what he expects.
Next, Jude receives a letter from his aunt Drusilla ex
pressing her concerns lest he should become entangled with
his cousin Sue.

Drusilla warns Jude:

"She

[Sue]

was an

artist or designer of some sort in what was called an eccle
siastical warehouse,

which was a perfect seed-bed of idola-
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try, and she was no doubt abandoned to mummeries on that ac
count-if not quite a Papist"

(93).

Jude, believing he can

not be corrupted by Sue's theological beliefs,
aunt's warning,

ignores his

and immediately begins to search for Sue.

Jude finds her at work designing the characters of a church
text

which

read "Alleluja"

and inevitably concludes,

Christian business, hers!"

sweet,
Sue's

f i rst

Christminster's.

appearance

just

Jude is misled by

(94)
as

"A

he

h ad

been

by

Though greatly impressed by Sue's beauty,

Jude leaves without introducing himself because of his fear
of being scorned by her whom he has perceived as some sort of
Christian ideal.

In the chapter's conclusion, Jude attempts

to reconcile himself to the bitter fact that he is still mar
ried to Arabella and can only regard Sue as "a companion in
Anglican worship, a tender friend" (96).

It is not until the

subsequent chapter that Jude discovers that Sue is more in
terested in pagan statues than in her Christian texts and re
ligious worship.
In the following chapter, Jude is seen eagerly awaiting
Sue's appearance at the local church.
notes:

Hardy sarcastically

"It was a louring, mournful, still afternoon, when a

religion of some sort seems a necessity to ordinary practical
men,

and not only a luxury of the emotional and leisured

classes"

(97).

Though this comment may seem trivial to the

first time reader, there is a great deal more to this subtle
statement than one may initially suppose.

Here,

Hardy im-

plies that though the practical, working-class man may some
times long for religion, it is something not easily accessi-
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ble to him.

This is a lesson that poor Jude has yet to

learn.
In the following two chapters, Hardy skillfully balances
Christian and pagan images and leads the reader to believe
that the two cannot live in harmony.

First,

Sue is seen

leaving the church service, purchasing statues of Apollo and
Venus, and stating,

"Well anything is better than those last

ing church fellas!"

(100).

Hardy then states:

"Occasionally

peeping inside the leaves to see that Venus's arm was not
broken,

she

entered with her heathen

load into the

most

Christian city in the country by an obscure street running
her purchases

parallel to the main one

were taken

straight up to her own chamber, and she at once attempted to
lock them in a box that was her very own property" (100)
t he

other

hand,

H ardy

describ es

Sue's

landlady,

On
Miss

Fontover, as "the daughter of a clergyman in reduced circum
stances,

and at his death, which had occurred several years

before this date, she boldly avoided penury by taking over a
little shop of church requisites and developing it to its
present creditable proportions.

She wore a cross and beads

around her neck as her only ornament, and knew the Christian
Year by heart"

(100).

Hence, the reader is not surprised to

learn of Sue's departure after Miss Fontover discovers the
statues.

More importantly,

Hardy hints that paganism and

Christianity cannot exist peacefully side by side,

an idea

which culminates in the final break between Jude and Sue
after each experiences a reversal in beliefs.
In Chapter Four,

Jude grows more obsessed with Sue's
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beauty and he is torn between this and his love of God.
Hardy accurately describes Jude's dilemma in the following:
There was not the least doubt that from his own or
thodox point of view the situation was growing im
moral.

For Sue to be the loved one of a man who

was licensed by the laws of his country to love
Arabella and none other unto his life's end, was a
pretty bad second beginning when the man was bent
on such a course as Jude proposed.

This conviction

was so real with him that one day when, as was fre
quent,

he was at work in a neighboring village

church alone,

he felt it to be his duty to pray

against his weakness.

But much as he wished to be

an exemplar in these things, he could not get on.
It was quite impossible, he found, to ask to be de
livered from temptation when your heart's desire
was to be tempted seventy times seven.

(104)

Here, Hardy suggests that it is unjust for Jude to be bound
to one so deceptive and unholy as Arabella by a religious
law.

Hardy also alludes to Jesus's statement that a man is

to forgive his brother up to seventy times seven times, and
he implies that though Jude is not evil and though he cares
about religious doctrines, his desire for Sue is far stronger
than his desire to be forgiven.

Again, Hardy proves that re

ligion is of very little use to man in facing the trials of
daily life.

In fact, according to Hardy, religion and the

laws it imposes serve only to confuse and frustrate mankind.
Finally, Sue learns of Jude's presence in Christminster.
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In the course of their conversation she tells him that she
knows of Mr.

Philloston, and the two decide to visit Jude's

former schoolmaster.

Jude finally learns of Philloston's

failure and Hardy states:

"That after all these years the

meeting with Mr. Philloston should be of the homely complex
ion destroyed at one stroke the halo which had surrounded the
schoolmaster's figure in Jude's imagination ever since their
parting"

( 107) .

Again, Hardy's use of the word "halo" under -

scores a religious context because angels are thought to wear
halos,

The

and Hardy uses this image in a negative fashion.

chapter concludes with Jude's proposal that Sue become ap
prenticed to the schoolmaster.

And, though Jude does this to

prevent Sue from leaving Christminster, and also to help her,
he unconsciously places a barrier,

Philloston,

between him

self and Sue.
In Chapter Five,
visit

that

Sue

and

Hardy devotes much attention to the
Phillost on's

classes

make

to

a

Though

Christminster museum to see a model of Jerusalem.
Jude and Philloston are greatly impressed, Sue is not.

Hardy

notes:
The model of the ancient city stood in the middle
of the apartment, and the proprietor,

with a fine

religious philanthropy written on his features,
walked round it with a pointer in his hand, showing
the young people the various quarters and places
known to them by name from reading their Bibles,
Mount Moriah,

the Valley of Jehoshaphat,

the city

of Zion... "I think," said Sue to the schoolmaster,
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"that this model,

elaborate as it is,

imaginary production.

is a very

How does anybody know that

Jerusalem was like this in the time of Christ?
am sure this man doesn't!
enough of Jerusalem, "

I fancy we have had

she said,

are not descended from Jews.

I

"considering we

There was nothing

first rate about the place or people, after all- as
there was about Athens, Rome, Alexandria, and other
old cities."

(112-113)

Sue's skepticism greatly resembles Hardy's.

Like Hardy, she

is practical and does not accept religious doctrines at face
value as readily as do Philloston and Jude;
proof.

she requires

Hardy uses Sue to question established religious con

ceptions.

He furthers his point by noting that none of them

is descended from Jews, implying that this religious history
does not affect them personally, and he implies that cities
infamous for pagan worship, Athens, Rome, and Alexandria, are
a great deal more fascinating than the "heavenly Jerusalem."
Hardy does,

however,

in the model,

show Jude to be exceedingly interested

and in doing so, foreshadows Sue and Jude's

eventual and unavoidable clash of ideologies.
Chapter Six commences with Jude's visiting his aunt who
has been taken ill.

After admonishing Jude again about the

danger of becoming intimately involved with his cousin, she
asks if Christminster is all he expected.
"Yes, more!

Jude replies:

. It is a unique center of thought and reli-

gion--the intellectual and spiritual granary of this country"
(119)

However, Jude does recognize later in the same chap-
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ter that llthese struggling men and women before him were the
reality of Christminster, though they knew little of Christ
or Minster"

(125) .

Thus, one must conclude that the name

Christminster is ironically significant.
and no one saves him.

Hardy notes:

Jude also struggles

"the schoolmaster had

been since blest with the consolation of Sue, for him [Jude]
there was no consoler" (124).

The fact that Jude is never

consoled by God or his fellow man is what renders him such a
tragic figure.
In this same chapter, Jude asks the advice of a profes
sor concerning the possibility of his being admitted to a
university, and he is advised to stick to his trade.

Hardy

"He [Jude) knew it was true.

Yet is seemed a hard

slap after ten years of labour" (124).

The chapter concludes

states:

with Jude's passing by the college whose gates are closed and
writing the following verse from the book of Job on the wall:
"I have understanding as well as you; I am not inferior to
you; yea, who knoweth not such things as these?"
126).

([Job 12:3]

Hardy compares Jude to Job and this comparison is sig

nificant because Job is the supreme sufferer in the Old
Testament.

By making this comparison, Hardy perhaps wished

the reader to view Jude as Job, but obviously Hardy had lit
tle faith in Job's final restoration by God because Jude
never receives any help from above.
In the final chapter of "At Christminster," the reader
finds Jude in consorts with the local drinking crowd.

One

member of this lowly gang, Tinker Taylor, is described as "a
decayed church-ironmonger who appears to have been of a reli-
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gious turn in earlier years,

but was somewhat blasphemous

Hardy never neglects the opportunity to depict

now" ( 127).

the common man who has experienced a loss of faith.

After a

great deal of drinking, Jude's companions question his schol
arly potential by asking him to recite the creed in Latin.
Jude does so, but he finally ends in a dispute with his com
panions

(128-130).

By having Jude recite sacred liturgy in

an atmosphere of drunkenness,

Hardy,

like his characters,

mocks the Creed and all for which it stands.
Consequently,

Jude,

broken in spirit,

finds

Sue and

pleads, "Oh, do anything with me, Sue-kill me-I don't care!
Only don't hate me and despise me like all the rest of the
world!"

(130).

at thi.s point,

Jude,

does not realize the

far-reaching implications of his desperate words;
indeed, though indirectly, kill Jude.

Sue will

The next day Jude de

cides to leave the city which "had been such a thorn in his
side"

( 131),

and return to his obscure home.

Hardy para -

phrases Jesus's advice to his disciples once again in stating
that Jude "shook off the hayseeds and stems from his clothes,
and started again" (132)
ment to his disciples,
listen to your words,

This passage echoes Jesus' state"If anyone will not welcome you or

shake the dust off your feet when you

leave that home or town" (Matthew 10: 14) .

Though this advice

proved good enough for Jesus' followers, it is not sufficient
for Jude.

Hardy, as he frequently does, alludes to a bibli

cal passage in order to emphasize the negative point.
Finally,
Marygreen.

the section concludes with Jude's return to

Upon meeting the new clergyman, Jude states:

"I
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don't regret the collapse of my university hope one jot.
shouldn't begin again if I were sure to succeed.
care for social success anymore at all.

I

I don't

But I do feel I

should like to do some good thing; and I bitterly regret the
Church, and the loss of my chance of being her ordained min
ister"

(133)

As stated in the introduction,

Hardy did,

early in his life, wish to serve in the church and he has in
stiled his real personal experiences into Jude's fictitious
life.

Also, because Jude wished to serve God, one would nat

urally assume God would support him in his aspirations; how
ever,

as is often the case with Hardy, there is only an ab

sence of God which thwarts even the most sincere man's good
intentions.

The section ends with the new pastor informing

Jude that he may still be able to enter the church if he is
capable of abandoning his affinity for strong drink, to which
Jude replies:

"I could avoid that easily enough, if I had

any kind of hope to support me!" (133).
support now,
stance.

Sadly, Jude has no

nor does he ever obtain any of lasting sub -
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Chapter

V

Divine

Desires

Inte�ntions

versus

Earthly

The opening chapter of the third part of the novel enti
tled

11

At Melchester" serves as another interesting commentary

on man and religion.

Hardy notes:

11

A man could preach and

do good to his fellow-creatures without taking double-firsts
in the school of Christminster, or having anything but ordi. nary knowledge.

. He feared that his whole scheme had de

generated to, even though it might not have originated in, a
social unrest which was purely an artificial product of civi
lization.

There were thousands of young men on the same

self-seeking tract at the present moment.
who ate,

drank,

The sensual kind

and lived carelessly with his wife through

the days of his vanity was a more likable being than he"
(� 135)

Here,

Jude begins to question his motives for

wishing to be educated so that he could enter the church.

He

hints that perhaps his desire for social prestige has super
seded his desire to serve his fellow man.

Jude does, howev

er, attempt to recover his initial purpose in deciding that
serving as a humble curate in an obscure village or city slum
may be his means of obtaining true religion (135-136).
Jude's good intentions do not last long, however; in the
following paragraph he receives a letter from Sue and immedi
ately

alters

Melchester.

his

plans

so

that

he

may

be

near

her

in

Hardy uses this situation to emphasize the con-

flict man experiences when he tries to reconcile a religious
life with his earthly desires.

Hardy states:

11

The human in-
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terest of the new intention-and a human interest is indis
pensable to the most spiritual and self-sacrificing·-was cre
. That his excessive human in

ated by a letter from Sue.

terest in the new place was entirely of Sue's making, while
at the same time Sue was to be regarded even less than for
merly as proper to create it, had an ethical contradictori
ness to which he was not blind.
human frailty,

But that much he conceded to

and hoped to learn to love her only as a

friend and kinswoman"

(136-137).

Even the most naive reader

must recognize that Jude is using religion to justify his
traveling to Melchester because in reality he had never
thought of going until he discovered that Sue would be there.
Jude attempts to cover his real intentions by thinking •that
he might so mark out his coming years as to begin his min
istry at the age of thirty- an age which much attracted him
as being that of his exemplar when he first began to teach in
Galilee"

(137) .

Again, Hardy makes reference to Jesus and

notes that Jude will begin his ministry at the same age that
Jesus began his;

hence, Hardy establishes another parallel

between Jesus and Jude.
idol,

But,

Sue quickly becomes Jude's

rather than Jesus, and even at this point Jude recog

nizes that his feelings for Sue are far greater than those
that a married man should hold towards his cousin.
Also,

in this chapter Hardy addresses Jude's delusion

that a benevolent High Power is in charge of his personal
life.

Hardy notes:

"He took it as a good omen that numerous

blocks of stone were lying about,

which signified that the

cathedral was undergoing restoration or repair to a consider-
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ate extent.

It seemed to him, full of the superstitions of

his beliefs, that this was an exercise of forethought on the
part of a ruling Power, that he might find plenty to do in
the art he practiced while waiting for a call to higher
labours"

(138).

Though Jude recognizes prospects for work,

Hardy subtly notes that his belief in God is superstitious,
implying that God is incapable of or unwilling to come to
Jude's aid.

This point is reiterated later in the novel when

Jude cannot find work and can no longer care for his family.
Also, Jude never gains access to the church.
After meeting Sue in Melchester, Jude thoughtfully sug
gests that they go sit in the cathedral, and Sue replies:
"Yes.

Though I think I'd rather sit in the railway station .

that's the centre of the town life now.
has had its day!"

(141).

Sue goes on to say:

The cathedral
nthe cathedral

was a very good place four or five centuries ago; but it is
played out now"

(142).

Hardy's feelings on Christianity and

its obsoleteness echo throughout this passage; Sue is merely
Hardy's mouthpiece.
In subsequent chapters, the reader and Jude learn more
of Sue's background, including her past unconventional rela
tionship with a student.

Jude becomes increasingly obsessed

with Sue in this section; he tells her,
you as for anybody I have ever met" (157)

nI care as much for
Though Jude's re

lationship with Sue forms the heart of the novel, of more im
portance is the fact that Hardy continues to show Jude strug
gling to maintain his religious standards while loving Sue.
But, because Sue proves to be so unconventional and irreli-
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gious,

Jude is eventually forced to choose between the two.

Jude states: "'And what do you think I should be doing just
about now,

if you weren't here?

evening prayers.
she answered,

I

should be saying my

I suppose you wouldn't like--' 'Oh no, no'

' I would rather not,

if you don' t mind.

should seem so-such a hypocrite"' (157)

I

Jude also states:

"'You must remember that I hope to be a useful minister some
day"

To this Sue replies that she thought Jude may

(157) .

have given up this idea by now (158).

Here, Hardy contrasts

Jude's belief with Sue's blatant disbelief.

Not only does

Sue refuse to pray, she also, by doing so, prevents Jude from
praying as he usually does.

This foreshadows the idea that

paganism and Christianity cannot exist side by side.
Another idea of Hardy's expressed through Sue is that a
man is capable of being moral without being religious.
have no respect for Christminster whatever,
qualified

degree,

on

intellectual

side,'

said

in a
Sue

"My friend I spoke of took that out of

Bridehead earnestly.
me.

its

except,

"' I

He was the most irreligious man I ever knew, and the

most moral.

And intellect at Christminster is new wine in

old bottles'"

(158).

Hardy believed that where God had

failed, man must compensate by behaving in a morally respon
sible manner towards his fellow man

(The

Life

358-359).

Sue's friend fulfilled Hardy's belief- he could be ethical
without being religious.

so, Sue, like Hardy, did not deem

religion necessary for promoting the good of mankind.
Also,

earlier

in

the

novel,

Hardy

has

established

Christminster as Jude's uheavenly vision," and he likens Jude
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to Christ.

Christminster becomes Jude's "Jerusalem" in a

sense because it is there that Jude faces humiliation and
death.

Hardy here furthers his point by alluding to another

biblical passage when he has Sue label the intellect at
Christminster "new wine in old bottles" (158), implying that
the good produced at Christminster will be wasted, just as
Jesus said in Matthew 9:17 that new wine in old wineskins
would be wasted because it will cause the skins to burst.
Hardy uses another biblical allusion to emphasize where his
society is flawed.
In this chapter, Jude and Sue's beliefs clash once again
when she tells him that she wishes to make him a "new New
Testament,"
Christminster.

l ike

one

the

Sue notes:

she

made

for

herself

at

"'I altered my old one by cutting

up all the Epistles and Gospels into separate brochures.
I know that reading it afterwards made it twice as inter
esting as before, and twice as understandable'" (160)

Sue

goes on to criticize the synopsis at the beginning of the
Song of Solomon and the "'four and twenty elders, or bishops,
or whatever number they were,
writing such stuff
Bible!

sitting with long faces and

people have no right to falsify the

I hate such humbug as could attempt to plaster over

with ecclesiastical

abstractions such ecstatic, natural,

human love as lies in that great passage and song!'" (160) .
Hardy notes that the two finally stopped arguing because Jude
"saw the absurdity of quarreling on such a hypothetical sub
ject, and she the silliness of crying about what was written
in an old book like the Bible" (161).
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These passages bring additional light to several impor
tant points in Hardy's philosophy.
human

love in a

First, Sue recognizes the

presence

of

biblical

Solomon,

and she ridicules the elders,

passage,
bishops,

Song of
and other

clergymen who try to hide the true nature of the book.

She

resents that these men of God refuse to recognize the exis
tence of human love within the biblical story.

To Sue, reli

gion, or the people who champion it, tend to ignore the human
element of life, and this keeps happiness beyond the reach of
the average man and woman, like Sue and Jude.

Hardy's per

sonal feelings also echo throughout the passage-especially
when Jude and Sue decide their argument is silly because it
is over such a hypothetical question.

Finally,

Sue criti -

cizes Jude for believing in that which he cannot prove, and
Jude replies:

"' life isn't long enough to work out every

thing in Euclid problems before you believe it.
Christianity' "

( 161) .

I take

Jude implies that though he cannot

prove what he believes, he still believes because he hasn't
the time to work out solutions and because Christianity pro
vides an easy, convenient answer.
Sue continues to question the validity of Jude's reli
gion when she discovers that Jude is married to Arabella.
Sue vehemently states:

"'You are such a religious man.

How

will the demigods in your Pantheon-I mean those legendary
persons you call saints- intercede for you after this?

Now

if I had done such a thing it would have been different, and
not remarkable,
sacrament.

for I at least don't regard marriage as a

Your theories are not so advanced as your prac-
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tice! "'

(175-175).

Here,

Hardy uses Sue's angry retort to

point out the obvious, that even religious men cannot live up
to what their rigid beliefs expect.

Sue even implies that

Jude is perhaps a bit hypocritical for violating a sacrament
so highly regarded by the church.
Immediately
Arabella,

after

learning

of

Jude's

marriage

to

Sue informs Jude of her imminent marriage to Mr.

Philloston,

and she asks Jude to give her to Philloston.

Naturally, Jude is heartbroken not only because he is losing
Sue,

but

also

because

he

knows

that

her

Philloston can be nothing except disastrous.

marriage

Hardy again
"By the

shifts the blame from Sue to God in the following:
irony of

fate,

to

and the curious trick in Sue's nature of

tempting Providence at critical times,

she took his arm as

they walked through the muddy street-a thing she had never
done before in her life-and on turning the corner they found
themselves close to a gray perpendicular church with a low
pitched roof - the church of Saint Thomas" (181) .

Hardy also

describes the church as being gloomy, and it is obvious that
Sue is mistaken in marrying Philloston.
uses a church and marriage,

The fact that Hardy

a religious covenant,

as the

source of such a great misery for two humans in itself is
ironic.

Also,

by referring to Sue's tendency to "tempt

Providence at critical times," Hardy implies that people eas
ily bring misery upon themselves when they try to defy God.
Hardy's

subsequent

attack

on

the

church

occurs

in

Chapter Eight of "At Melchester" after Jude discovers that
Arabella has returned from Australia.

Hardy notes:

"There
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was only one thing now to be done, and that was to play a
straightforward part,

the law being the law, and the woman

between whom and himself there was no more unity then between
east and west being in the eye of the Church one person with
him.

Arabella was perhaps an intended intervention to

punish him for his unauthorized love" (192).

Jude blames the

law and the Church for permanently binding him to a woman
whom he hates and whom he was deceived into marrying, and he
hints that perhaps God is using Arabella to punish him be
cause he errs in loving Sue.

Incidentally, Jude discovers

that Arabella has illegally married someone in Australia
while still married to him and is now estranged from her lat
est husband.

It is ironic that Arabella, who proved to be a

barrier between Sue and Jude, held little regard for her wed
ding vows.

And,

in the subsequent chapter Sue tells Jude

what he already knew, that perhaps she should not have mar
ried either.

Sadly,

this sacred contract- marriage- is the

source of frustration and misery for Arabella, Jude, Sue, and
later for Philloston also.

However, Hardy is not so much at

tacking the marriage institution as he is the Church which
requires individuals to uphold something that renders them
completely miserable.

This idea may reflect Hardy's own

first, unhappy marriage.
Another incident of importance in this section of the
novel occurs when Jude, after singing in the church choir for
a brief period, is emotionally moved by the new hymn entitled
"The Foot of the Cross."

After hearing the hymn, Jude con -

eludes that the composer must be a sympathetic man who would
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understand Jude's troubles with Arabella and Sue,

and Jude

vows to seek this man and make him his confidant (204-205).
Once again Jude's innocence misleads him.

Jude approaches

the composer with a sincere compliment about the hymn to
which the composer replies:

"Yes, there's money in it, if I

could only see about getting it published"

(205)

The com

poser then informs Jude that he is giving up music for a more
profitable business, the wine business.

Jude leaves dejected

because the man whom he expected to have "a soul" cares not
for his sacred hymn,
from composing it

but only for the money he can receive
The composer's attitude cheapens

(206).

what appeared to be sacred.

Hardy uses this incident to show

the reader yet another example of how man is deceived and
disappointed by a religious idea.
Finally,

Jude returns from his visit to the composer's

home and finds that he has missed a letter from Sue and has
forfeited his opportunity of seeing her immediately.

Hardy

makes obvious that Jude's love for Sue continues to grow when
Jude writes Sue a letter and informs her that he cannot wait
another week to see her again

(207).

Hardy depicts Jude's

struggle with himself and with God in the following:

"Jude

almost tore his hair at having missed this letter till it was
too late to act upon its contents; but he had chastened him
self

of

late,

and

at last

his chimerical expedition to

Kennetbridge really did seem to have been another special in
tervention of Providence to keep him away from temptation.
But a growing impatience of faith,
himself

more than

once

of

late,

which he had noticed in
made him

pass over in
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ridicule the idea that God sent people on fools'
(207)

errands n

Interestingly, Hardy makes reference to Jude's tear -

ing his hair, an act that grieving men frequently performed
throughout the Old Testament.

Hardy also informs the reader

that Jude's faith is weakening, that perhaps his love for Sue
is surpassing whatever faith he claimed or believed he had
prior to falling in love with her.

It is ironic that a man

who initially wished to be a minister does not possess enough
faith to overcome the temptation of loving a married woman.
Jude's faith pales in comparison to his love for Sue.

Hardy

ends this part o f the novel with Jude's losing a day's pay
from the cathedral where he is employed so that he may visit
Sue.
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Chapter VI

-

Religion Abandoned

Hardy furthers his theme concerning the passing away of
Christianity in the next section of the novel entitled "At
Shaston."

Before the reader re-encounters Jude, Hardy de-

scribes the decadent atmosphere of Shaston at great length.
In doing so,

Hardy depicts yet another city which suffers

from a loss of religion.

Hardy notes:

"It was a place where

the churchyards lay nearer heaven than the church steeple,
where beer was more plentiful than water,

and where there

were more wanton women than honest housewives and maids.

It

is also said that after the Middle Ages the inhabitants were
too poor to pay their priests, and hence were compelled to
pull down their churches,

and refrain altogether from the

public worship of God; a necessity which they bemoaned over
their cups in the settles of their inns on Sunday afternoons.
In those days the Shastonians were apparently without a sense
of humor"

( 210 - 11)

tragic hero,

Jude,

It is typical of Hardy to place his
in such a morally corrupted environment.

Shaston and its inhabitants contradict all that Jude wishes
to become, a servant of God, and at this point in the novel,
Hardy makes clear that Jude is definitely struggling in vain.
Again Jude seeks out Sue, and one can practically hear
Hardy's voice resounding throughout her following words to
Jude:

"'You are Joseph the dreamer of dreams, dear Jude.

And a tragic Don Quixote.
who,
Oh,

And sometimes you are St. Stephen,

while they were stoning him,

could see Heaven opened.

my poor friend and comrade, you'll suffer yet!'"

(216).

...
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Incidentally, Hardy makes reference to two religious people:
Joseph, who suffered many trials at the hands of his jealous
brothers and the Egyptian pharaoh;

and Stephen,

an early

Christian who was stoned to death for his religious beliefs.
Hardy uses the fates of these biblical heroes and martyrs to
forecast Jude's unhappy end.

Sue's allusion to Stephen's

seeing "heaven opened" before him while being stoned is sig
nificant because it symbolizes what later happens to Jude.
Jude's #heavenly vision," or Christminster, proves inaccessible

to

him,

though he

is able

to view it.

Jude,

Stephen, must die before finding any sort of relief.

like
Here,

Hardy emphasizes that heaven does nothing towards alleviating
the earthly sorrows of either Jude or Stephen.
cases,

Also, in both

the "heavenly vision" is in part, if not completely,

responsible for the demise of both Jude and Stephen.

Again,

Hardy utilizes biblical examples in a negative context to
further his complaint against God and religion.
Furthermore,

at the conclusion of this first chapter,

Hardy focuses upon Jude's declining religious standards, a
result of his undying love for his married cousin Sue.
states:

Hardy

"He knew he should go to see her again, according to

her invitation.

Those earnest men he read of, the saints,

whom Sue, with gentle irreverence, called his demigods, would
have

shunned

strength.

such

encounters

But he could not.

the whole interval,
than the Divine"

if

they

doubted

their own

He might fast and pray during

but the human was more powerful in him

(218) .

Hardy again emphasizes that God is

unable to help Jude as perhaps He helped those in whom Jude
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once believed.

Jude recognizes that regardless of how much

he may wish to adhere to religious ideals, he will be unable
to because he is human- a human that,

thus far,

God has

failed to guide and/or protect.
Several significant incidents occur in the second chapter of this section.

Hardy describes both Jude and Sue as

being completely miserable.

Even before Sue admits that she

is unhappy with her new husband,
states:

Jude senses this.

Hardy

"he knew that Sue was sitting within its walls

equally lonely and disheartened; and again questioned his de
votional motto that all was for the best"
Hardy,

(224).

Jude, like

has trouble accepting the will of God when it leaves

him and his fellow man so desperate and forlorn.
Jude confronts Sue,

Inevitably,

and when she professes her unhappiness

and tells Jude that she expects that he will condemn her
morally,

Jude openly renounces his

faith.

Jude states:

"'That may have been my view; but my doctrines and I begin to
I'll never care about my doctrines or my

part company.
religion any more!
do love you,

Let them go!

Let me help you, even if I

and even if you.

I II

(226)

human love by far surpasses his love of God,

Here, Jude's
and he must

yield to his earthly desires rather than his heavenly vi sions.

Jude's intangible faith cannot suffice for sue and

the great love that he has for her.

In short, Sue is acces

sible; God is not.
Hardy emphasizes the effect Jude's loss of faith has
upon him in the subsequent chapter when he notes:

"It has

been his standing desire to become a prophet, however humble,
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to his struggling fellow-creatures,

without any thought of

personal gain.

Yet with a wife living away from him with an

other husband,

and himself in love erratically,

the loved

one's revolt against her state being possibly on his account,
he had sunk to be barely respectable according to regulation
views.

It was not for him to consider

further:

he had only

to confront the obvious, which was that he had made himself
quite an impostor as a law-abiding religious teacher"

(228-

This recognition provides Jude with a sense of relief

29).

because he may cease to battle with his conscience; he no
longer has to be torn between loving Sue and loving God.
Hardy notes:

"the sense of being no longer a hypocrite to

himself afforded his mind a relief which gave him calm.

He

might go on believing as before, but he professed nothing,
and no longer owned and exhibited engines of faith which, as
their proprietor, he might naturally be supposed to exercise
on himself first of all.

In his passion for Sue he could not

stand as an ordinary sinner, and not as a whited sepulchre"
(299).
Next,

as the tumultuous love relationship between Jude

and Sue escalates,

Sue begs her husband Philloston to allow

her to leave him and live with Jude, a highly unconventional
notion in Hardy's day.
uni verse,

God's creation,

tells her husband:
me,

I suppose!

to blame.

Hardy uses Sue again to blame the
for Sue's unhappy plight.

"'I know that!

I am very sorry.

Sue

It is wrong and wicked of
But it is not I altogether

The universe I suppose-things in general,

because they are so horrid and cruel!'"

(223).

Sue recog-
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nizes that she may be wrong in asking Philloston to let her
leave him - an action that will disgrace them both in the
but she also notes that the universe and/or God

public eye,

deals with her unjustly in expecting her to lead such a horrid existence.

Sue states:

"'What is the use of laws and

ordinances, if they make you miserable when you know you are
committing no sin?'" (234).

This question is one that Hardy

asks throughout the remainder of the novel in reference to
Jude and Sue.
Philloston, who is the injured party in this situation,
states a similar fact to his friend concerning his and Sue's
imminent separation.

He declares:

"'I shall let her go;

with him certainly, if she wishes, I know I may be wrong- I
know I can't logically, or religiously, defend my concession
to such a wish of hers, or harmonize it with the doctrines I
was brought up in.

Only I know one thing:

something within

me tells me I am going wrong in refusing her.

. I am sim

ply going to act by instinct, and let principles take care of
themselves"

(242-43).

Philloston, like Jude, finds that he

must act in a way that is contrary to the religious tenets
upon which he was raised and in which he believes.

But,

Philloston knows that the real sin lies in violating a mis
taken marriage vow spoken in haste for the wrong reasons.
a result,
loving

As

Philloston performs perhaps the most unselfish and

act in

the novel:

Philloston states:

he

allows

Sue

to leave

him.

"'I would have died for her; but I would

n't be cruel to her in the name of the law.
derstand, gone to join her lover.

She is, as I un

What they are going to do
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I cannot say.

Whatever it may be she has my full consent

to'"

Thus,

( 2 4 8)

where

God

fails

Sue,

man,

namely

Philloston, compensates.
In the following chapter, Jude meets Sue in Melchester
and informs her that they will live in Aldbrickdam.

When sue

appears surprised that Jude gave up his cathedral work so
suddenly on her account, Jude replies:

"' I would have de-

serted any day at your command, dear Sue.
more than that for you!'"
ment when he informs Sue:
Let it lie!

I have deserted

Jude clarifies this state-

(250).

" 'The Church is no more to me.

I am not to be one of "The soldier- saints who,

row on row/ Burn upward each to his point of bliss," if any
such there be!
(250)

My point of bliss is not upward, but here'"

Now, Jude's loss of faith is complete; he has re

placed God with Sue, and ironically Jude quotes the Apostle
Paul in saying:

"'I think and know you are my dear Sue, from

whom neither length nor breadth, nor things present nor
things to come, can divide me!'"

(255).

To realize Hardy's

bitter irony here, one need only read the following statement
of Paul the Apostle:

"For I am convinced that neither death

nor life, neither angels nor demons, neither the present nor
the future, nor any powers, neither height nor depth, nor
anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us
from

the

love

of

God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord"

(Romans 8:38-39).
In the final chapter of

"At Shaston,"

Philloston is

asked to resign from his teaching posit ion for condoning
Sue's behavior, and again refuses to admit that he had done

l
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anything

wrong

Gillingham:
this reason:

b y her.

Philloston

says to his friend

ur don't go unless I am turned out.

And for

that by resigning I acknowledge I have acted

wrongly by her; when I am more and more convinced every day
that in the sight of Heaven and by all naturally straightfor
w ar d

h umanity,

I

have

acted

rightly'"

(261).

Though

Philloston may have indeed acted rightly by Sue, he must suf
fer greatly for it-he is scorned by the majority of his ac
quaintances and becomes ill as a result of a violent riot on
his behalf

(262).

By the chapter's conclusion,

Philloston

agrees to divorce Sue so that she may live with Jude as his
wife "'as they ought to have done at first'" (267); in spite
of Philloston's unselfish decision, he is still a ruined man.
In this novel, as in much of Hardy's fiction, Hardy is care
ful to show that the good suffer along with the bad, and that
there seems to be a hostile unseen force conspiring against
all of humanity.
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Chapter VII - Widespread Human Misery
In this section of the novel and especially in reference
to "Father Time," Hardy's religious allusions grow more bit
ter, and strongly foreshadow the imminent doom that lies
ahead for this unconventional family.

One learns right away

that Jude and Sue have a platonic relationship, but that Sue
is extremely jealous of Jude's former wife Arabella;

one

learns that Arabella has remarried and, most importantly,
that Arabella did have Jude's child after she left him.

From

the start Hardy informs the reader that there is something
strange about the melancholy child.

The first glimpse of the

child, nicknamed "Father Time" because of his aged demeanor,
is on the train en route to his new home with Jude and Sue.
Hardy notes:

"The woman opened the cover now and then,

whereupon the kitten would put out its head, and indulge in
playful antics.

At these the fellow-passengers laughed, ex

cept the solitary boy bearing the key and ticket, who regard
ing the kitten with his saucer eyes, seemed to say:
laughing comes from misapprehension.

'All

Rightly looked at there

is no laughable thing under the sun'" (289) .

"Father Time,"

as young as he may be, is aware of the harsh realities of
life; and like Hardy, he sees very little good in the world.
Also, this child drives a wedge between Jude and Sue, and he
eventually causes Sue to forsake Jude forever.
When Sue asks the child why he was not christened, the
child replies:

"' Because if I died in damnation, 'twould

save the expense of a Christian funeral'"

(294) .

"Father
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Time" makes this gloomy statement,

and he shows no emotion

concerning what his fate may be; rather he accepts damnation
as the inevitable.

As Hardy uses Sue in previous sections of

the novel to voice his pessimistic attitudes towards life and
God, likewise he utilizes "Father Time' to further his point.
The fact that Hardy chooses to voice his own dreary philoso
phies through a child makes the novel even more tragic be
cause children are typically presumed innocent.
the other hand,

Hardy, on

shows a child whose innocence has been deThis point is evident when

strayed by a cruel environment.

Sue realizes that the child's presence darkens the temporary
happiness of herself and Jude.
following statement:
Mother.

The child apologizes in the

"'I am very,

very sorry, Father and

But please don't mind!- I can't help it.

1 ike the flowers very much,

I should

if I didn't keep on thinking

they'd be all withered in a few days!'" (312).

"Father Time"

is incapable of enjoying the beauty of the flowers because he
knows it will not last, just as Hardy believed happiness was
short-lived and not for him to enjoy personally.
As the novel proceeds, circumstances worsen for Jude and
sue; they become the object of malicious gossip, and as a result, Jude's business declines rapidly.

"Father Time" is the

victim of harsh comments on the part of his schoolmates, and
Sue is no longer respected in the community

(312-314).

A

final event results in the unhappy family's returning to
Christminster,

and as is typical of Hardy, the church pro

vides the setting for Jude and Sue's personal disaster.
innocently assists

Jude

in his

job

of

painting the

Sue
Ten
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Commandments on the church wall, but they are fired after the
vicar

learns

of

the

of

nature

their

relationship.

Immediately following this incident, Jude is asked to resign
from the Artisans' Mutual Improvement Society, which he had
previously joined so he could contribute to the '"equality of
opportunity' by any humble means open to him"

(319)

Hardy

notes that this committee to which Jude belonged was composed
of

Churchmen,

Congregationalists,

Positivists, and others"

Baptists,

Unitarians,

Sue and Jude continue to be

(319).

rejected by people connected with religion,

the very people

that should be sympathetic to their cause, or at least for
giving.

Hardy concludes the chapter with Jude's reason for

leaving the area as follows:

"' Because of a cloud that has

gathered over us; though we have wronged no man, corrupted no
man,

Though perhaps we have done that

defrauded no man!

which was right in our own eyes'"
Also,

of

interest

in

Arabella's second husband,
religious conversion.

(324).

this

section is the death of

Cartlett,

because it prompts her

Arabella meets Sue once again, and the

jealousies flare over "Little Father Time."
has supposedly changed for the better,

Arabella, who

tells Sue:

"' Very

well-though I half feel as if I should like to have him with
me!.

But Lord, I don't want to take him from 'ee ever

I should sin to speak so profane.

He's in very good

hands, that I know; and I am not the woman to find fault with
what the Lord has ordained.
state of mind'"

(329).

I've reached a more resigned

However,

Arabella's conversion is

short-lived because in the subsequent chapter she is over-
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whelmed by earthly desires, namely wanting Jude back.

This

fact is evident in her statement to a childhood friend, "'I
came here today never thinking of anybody but poor Cartlett,
or of anything but spreading the Gospel.
Jude,

and I 've seen his wife.

. I've heard of

And ever since, do what I will

and though I sung the hymns wi' all my strength, I have not
been able to help thinking about'n; which I have no right to
my wicked heart will ramble off

so as a chapel member
in spite of myself'"

(330)

Here, one finds Arabella strug

gling with her earthly desires and her religious beliefs just
as Jude did earlier in the novel.

And, Arabella,

like Jude,

chooses to give up religion rather than to be a hypocrite.
Arabella says:

"'After all that's said about the comforts of

this religion, I wish I had Jude back again!'" (331).

Hardy

is obviously reiterating his idea that religion is useless to
the average person when he or she is
struggles,

faced with earthly

and the reader almost admires Arabella, as coarse

and as base as she is,

for having the audacity to abandon

something in which she no longer believes.
Next,

Arabella meets with Philloston,

who informs her

that he has suffered greatly for allowing Sue to leave him,
that he now works in Marygreen, and that he is forced to live
on an extremely meager salary.

Philloston still says, "'I am

convinced I did only what was right, and just, and moral.
have suffered for my acts and opinions,

I

but I hold to them;

though her loss was a loss to me in more ways than one!'"
(333).

At this point in the novel, it is evident that all of

the main characters,

Jude,

Sue, Arabella, "Father Time," and
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Philloston, are miserable.
to

Philloston

Arabella says:

when

Ironically, Arabella quotes Moses

discussing

his

behavior towards Sue.

u'Then shall the man be guiltless; but the

woman shall bear her iniquity.'
we must grin and put up wi'

Damn rough on us women; but

it!"

(3 34).

Philloston echoes

Hardy's personal views in his response; he states:

"'Cruelty

is the law pervading all nature and society; and we can't get
out of it if we would!'"

(334)

This idea of Philloston's

presents itself in Jude's present condition.

Jude is now

very ill, and Sue is forced to sell cakes, which ironically,
resemble buildings in Christminster (335).

Hardy concludes

the fifth part of his novel with Jude resolving to return to
the city of his dreams.
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Chapter VIII - A Vindictive Deity / Judgment Day
fin al

The

of

section

the

n ovel

entitle d

"At

Christminster Again" embodies the summation of Thomas Hardy's
r eligio u s

philosophies.

Christminster,

Hardy

appropriately

uses

Jude's inaccessible heavenly vision, as the

setting for most tragic events in the novel.

Jude and his

family choose Remembrance Day for the day of their return to
Christminster,

and ironically, Jude remembers all that this

great city represented to him years earlier; now, destitute
and forlorn, he is forced to recognize that Christminster no
longer

represents

his

According to Hardy,
"Humiliation Day"

hopes,

but

instead

his

failures.

Jude's Remembrance Day soon becomes his

(341); and indeed, Judgment Day is drawing

near for Jude and his children.
In this section, Hardy establishes an additional paral
lel between Jude and the apostle Paul when Jude speaks to a
crowd in Christminster.

Hardy notes:

cluding

at

two

policemen

the

"The idle crowd, in

doors,

stared

like

the

Lyconeians at Paul, for Jude was apt to get too enthusiastic
over any subject"

(341) and Jude informs the taunting crowd

that he has suffered (343).
for his cause,
Christ.

Christminster,

Jude has indeed suffered greatly
just as Paul suffered for his,

Again, Hardy's religious allusion deals with suffer

ing; his biblical references are never positive.

Also, with

church bells ringing in the background (346), Sue, Jude, and
the family are repeatedly refused lodgings, and Sue comments:
u'Leaving Kennetbridge for this place is like coming from
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Caiphas to Pilate'"

(347).

By placing church bells in the

background of Jude and Sue's misfortunes, Hardy makes the
reader aware of the discrepancy between what Jude wished his
life to be, and what is has actually become.

The church,

like the college buildings in Christminster, is constantly
present to remind Jude and the reader of Jude's failure to be
educated and join the church.
Jude's rejection.

The church bells emphasize

Also, the inhabitants of Christminster

pass judgment upon this infinitely unhappy family and spark
the terrible fates which befall Jude and his children, just
as Pilate, by refusing to defend Jesus, prompted his cruxi
fiction and in neither case did a loving God intervene.
this point in the novel, Hardy has come full circle:

At

he has

brought his hero to "Jerusalem" to die.
Chapter Two is the most bitter chapter in the entire
novel because it is here that Hardy develops his philosophy
to the point of showing that not only has God abandoned man,
but He has abandoned the children as well.

Here, children

cease to be blessings as promised in the Old Testament, and
they become financial burdens instead; as a result, the inno
cent die.

Again, Hardy uses "Father Time," the epitome of

lost innocence, to deliver his terrible message.

After Sue,

expressing the beliefs of Hardy, tells "Time" that "'All is
trouble,

adversity, and suffering'" (350), "Time" begins to

question his own existence as well as that of his siblings.
"Time" sadly concludes:

" 'I think that whenever children be

born that are not wanted they should be killed directly, be
fore their souls come to them,

and not allowed to grow big
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and walk about!'"

(351) .

Naturally,

"Time" becomes dis -

traught when he learns that Sue is pregnant again; his young
mind cannot perceive any rationale behind this because Sue
has just informed him that the children are the reason she
cannot find a home

(350-351).

This conversation results in

"Time's" ghastly murder of the children and his own suicide
to which he left a simple, but biting note:
we are too menny'"

'"Done because

(354) .

Immediately following the suicide/murders,

sue inquires

about a noise she hears and Jude states that it is "The organ
The organist practicing I suppose.

of the college chapel.

It's the anthem from the seventy-third Psalm:
loving unto Israel'"

(355).

'Truly God is

Hardy furthers his complaint

against God by juxtaposing the senseless deaths of Jude's
children with a religious setting.

Hardy's choice of the

seventy-third Psalm is a bit ironic because Hardy has just
shown the reader that God does not care for His children.
Also, Sue, in bitter rage, expresses another basic belief of
Hardy's in the following statement:
ternal to us which says,
'You shan't labour!'

"'There is something ex

'You shan't learn!'

Then it said,

Now it says 'You shan't love!'"

(355).

This same idea of Sue's, or Hardy's, is further developed in
Sue's next commentary:

"'My eyes are so swollen that I can

scarcely see; and yet little more than a year ago I called
myself happy!

We went about loving each other too much-in-

dulging ourselves to utter selfishness with each other!.
I said it was Nature's intention, Nature's law and raison
d'etre that we should be joyful in what instincts she afford-
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ed us-instincts which civilization had taken upon itself to
. And now Fate has given us this stab in the back

thwart.

for being such fools as to take Nature at her word!'" (357).
Sue now does what Hardy continued to do throughout his life
she recognizes the intense sufferings of mankind and she then
proceeds to blame God, Nature, and Fate.

She declares that

some unseen malignant force operates against her and her
loved ones with the sole purpose of preventing their personal
happiness.
Disaster
novel.

follows

disaster

for the

remainder of the

Sue, who previously claimed to be an unconventional

woman and a pagan, now conforms to the will of a God in whom
she previously refused to believe.

She experiences a reli-

gious conversion in a sense; she recognizes that there is a
Supreme Being.

Sue's conversion is not the typical

However,

religious experience in which the person feels satisfied
and/or happy.

Instead,

Sue,

totally disheartened,

forces

herself to believe in God only because she feels that He is
the source of her unhappiness; she succumbs to the will of
God because she is completely broken and miserabl e; and thus,
her religious experience is bitter and tragic.
"'We must conform!

Sue states:

All the ancient wrath of the Power above

us has been vented upon us, His poor creatures, and we must
submit.

There is no choice.

against God!'"

(360)

We must.

It is no use fighting

Jude, who no longer believes in God,

attempts to convince Sue that their enemies are only "'man
and senseless circumstances'"
with him,

(360); and she appears to agree

but this agreement is only temporary.

Several
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pages later,

Sue grows obsessed with the necessity of con

forming to God,

and as the reader would expect by now, her

conformity also entails a great deal
notes:

of suffering.

Sue

"'We should mortify our flesh-the terrible flesh-

the curse of Adam.

. We ought to be continually sacrific-

ing ourself on the al tar of duty.

I want a hu mble
heart; and a chastened mind; and I have never had them yet'"
(362-363).

To this Jude replies:

"'You have been fearless,

both as a thinker and a feeler, and you deserve more admiration than I gave.
time to see it'"

I was too full of narrow dogmas at the

(363)

At this point, Jude has lost his re-

ligion completely and Sue has acquired one; but neither of
them is happy.

Here, Jude begins to lose Sue to religion be

cause it is her newfound submission to God which forces the
unhappy

pair apart,

and eventually

back to their former

spouses with whom both were previously so miserable.

Jude no

longer has faith in God; his children are gone; and his hopes
of succeeding in the intellectual circle no longer exist.
short,

In

Sue is all that Jude has left and religion deprives

him of that too.

Sue tells Jude that she can never marry him

(364), and she continues to berate herself until Jude can no
longer

tolerate

it.

Jude states:

"' You make me h ate

Christianity, or mysticism, or Sacerdolatism, or whatever i t
may be called, if it's that which has cause d this deteriora
tion in you.
I am glad I had nothing to do with

'
Divinity-damn glad-if it's going to ruin you thi s wa y.I

,,

but Jude is ruined without
Jude
her because he has nothing left in which to believe.
(369).

Not only is Sue ruined,
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implores Sue not to abandon him and ironically, she replies:
"' I'11 pray for you night and day!'" (373).
In the next chapter, Philloston learns of Sue and Jude's
tragedy from the newspaper and also from Arabella.

Though

Philloston still believes that he did not err in allowing sue
her freedom, he does wish to reunite with her upon discover
ing that she and Jude never legally married.

Hardy notes:

"No man had ever suffered more inconvenience from his own
charity,

Christian or heathen,

letting Sue go"

(376).

lier in the novel,

than Philloston had done in

In spite of his noble sacrifice ear

Philloston has seen the possibility of

some relief for his suffering and he decides to take advan
tage of Sue's poor plight to make his own life more comfort
able

(377).

The tragedy of Sue's decision to return to her

former husband lies in her statement to Jude:
him-I must, must own it,

"'I don't love

in deepest remorse!

try to learn to love him by obeying him'"

(380).

But I shall
Sue returns

to Philloston only because she feels that she must do so in
order to atone for her sins (380).

By conforming to a reli-

gious doctrine-marriage-Sue ensures her and Jude's misery.
According to Hardy,

earthly happiness and religious ideals

cannot exist simultaneously; one must be sacrificed for the
other.

In a sense,

religion destroys the only real love,

that of Sue and Jude, in the entire novel.
In the next chapter,

sue humbly returns to Philloston,

an act totally against her nature,

as is evidenced in the

fact that she has such an aversion to him that she quivers
when he kisses her

(383), and she makes the following bitter
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statement:

"My children-are dead- and it is right that they

should be!

I am glad-almost.

They were sin begotten.

were sacrifices to teach me how to live!
f irst stage of my purification.
died in vain!"'

(383).

They

Their death was the

That's why they have not

However, whether this is true or not,

it appears cruel for such innocents to suffer,
Sue's religious conversion is so bitter,

and since

and resulted only

from the loss of her children, one must wonder if perhaps the
children did not die in vain after all.

Mrs.

Edlin, the

woman who provides a room for Sue before her remarriage to
Philloston, recognizes Sue's folly and states:
be too strict!

"' Lord, you

What do ye use such words for, and condemn to

hell you dear little innocent children that's lost to 'ee!
Upon my life I don't call that religion!'"

(385)

Mrs.

Edlin appeals to Philloston on Sue's behalf in the following:
.

II I

you've got no notion what she's suffering.

I was

never much for religion nor against it, but it can't be right
to let her do this, and you ought to persuade her out of it.
Of course everybody will say it was very good and forgiving
of 'ee to take her to 'ee again.
(387).

But for my part I don't'"

Sadly, Mrs. Edlin's appeal is of no avail and the two

are married in the small church at Marygreen.

Hardy does not

miss the opportunity to ridicule God in this scene either.
At

the

wedding

the

clergyman

notes:

"'What

God

hath

joined,'" and a woman in the crowd adds "God hath joined in
deed!'"

(389) ; Hardy sarcastically implies that God is capa -

ble of such a cruel injustice.
As the reader would expect from Hardy's foreshadowing,
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Jude in his misery returns to drink and Arabella deceives him
into marrying her once again.
"'

A drunken Arabella tells Jude:

and I feel I belong to you in Heaven's eye, and to

nobody else, till death us do part!'"

(396).

Hence, one more

disaster is about to occur in the name of "Heaven."
from the beginning of the novel to the end,

Also,

Jude is so very

humble and morally good that his ruin is exceptionally trag
ic.

Jude's noble nature is evident once again in his remar
When Jude learns that he promised to

riage to Arabella.

marry her while he was drunk, he will not retract his word,
though this remarriage will only add to his personal misery.
Jude states:

"I have never behaved dishonourably to a woman
I am not a man who wants to save him

or any living thing.

self at the expense of the weaker among us!"' (403).

And,

Jude proves good to his word and marries Arabella though he,
too, blames religion.

Jude notes:

11

'She [Sue] said I ought

to marry you again, and I have straightway.
gion!

Ha-ha-ha'"

It is true reli

(405).

Immediately following the remarriage,

Jude's failing

health rapidly declines as he loses his desire to live.
visits Sue once more before his death.

Jude

Ironically, they meet

in a church and the error of their separation becomes obvious
even to the extremely penitent Sue.

Sue tells Jude:

wrestled and struggled, and fasted, and prayed.
ly brought my body into complete subjection.
n't-wake-'"

(410).

I have nearAnd you must-

Sue does, however, give in to her pas

sion and allows Jude to kiss her.
loves Jude dearly,

"'I've

She admits that she still

but when she begs him not to tempt her
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further,

he succumbs to her will as always and takes final

leave of her (411).

Jude returns to Arabella and informs her

that he had only two wishes left in the world:
particular woman, and then to die'"

(413).

"'to see a

Both wishes are

granted.
Hardy takes one last stab at religion when he shows
Sue's submission to Philloston-her feebl e attempt to repent
for loving Jude, an emotion that she cannot help.

When sue

informs Philloston that she will never see Jude again and
that she wishes to consummate their marriage, he asks her to
swear on the New Testament;

and she does so,

much against her natural instincts.
comments:

(420).

though it be

Mrs. Edlin appropriately

"• Weddings be funerals

'a

b' lieve nowadays'"

And Sue's wedding translates as Jude's funeral.

The final chapter focuses upon Jude's death.
still living with Arabella,
abandonment,

Though

Jude never recovers from Sue's

and his final hours are bitter.

Hardy brings

the unhappy life of his hero to a close on Remembrance Day.
Arabella, always in search of security, attends the festivals
even though she knows Jude is dead, and earlier Sue does not
come to his deathbed.

Hardy does make one final comment con

cerning the unhappy pair and he does so through Mrs. Edlin
and Arabella.

Mrs.

Edlin notes:

"'Well-poor little thing,

'tis to be believed she's found forgiveness somewhere!
said she had found peace!'"

(431)

Arabella responds:

She
"'She

may swea r that on her knees to the holy cro ss upon her necklace till she's hoarse, but it won't be true!
found peace since she left h's arms,

l

She's never

and never will ag 'n
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till she's

as he is now!"'

tragedy is complete.

(431).

Hence,

Hardy's great
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Chapter IX -

The End of Hardy and Jude

At the turn of the century,

popular scientific thoug ht

created a climate in which many distinguished people lost
faith

in

the God of their youths.

Charles Darwin's The

Origin of the Species written in 1859 prompted this deterio
ration in traditional religious thought, and Thomas Hardy not
only inherited, but he thoroughly developed this attitude in
most

of

his

novels.

From

his subtle reference to the

hypocrisy of a Bishop in Two on a Tower, to his blatant re
jection of his Creator in Tess of the D'Urbervilles and Jude
the Obscure,

Thomas Hardy's anger with the God of his y outh

proves inescapable.

Hardy believed God had failed him, and

as a result, God fails most of his major characters.
Therefore,

Jude

the

Obscure

Hardy's religious philosophies.

best represents Thomas

Though critics have always

argued over Hardy's intentions and motives, the general crit
ical consensus is that Hardy was at best agnostic in his religious beliefs.
religious stand

F. B. Pinion accurately summarizes Hardy's
in

the following:

chiefly the idea of Providence,
death,

"Christian theology,

Redemption ,

and Life after

was overthrown for Hardy when, in his early twenties,

he was introduced to contemporary scientific thought.
For Hardy, the universe was not wielded by God's Love as it
was for Dante and Shelley; it was neutral or indiffer ent.

It

seemed that the Creator or First Cause coul d not have intend
ed any form of life to reach the pitch of emotion al and in
tellectual percipience of

defect,

cruelty,

and suffer ing
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which had been reached by man" (Pinion 168-169) .

And, in no

other novel does a man reach the level of suffering that Jude
Fawley does in Jude

the Obscure .

In no other novel does

Hardy utilize characters to rebel against what he saw as the
hypocrisy of religion; it is j_n Jude that Hardy's sarcastic
religious allusions are most abundant and most ironic.
Lodge also notes:
ment,

"Jude the Obscure is, by general agree -

Thomas Hardy's bleakest,

pressing novel.

David

most pessimistic,

most de-

On the whole Jude combines a Sophoclean

sense of tragic fate with the scrupulous verisimilitude of
nineteenth- century realism and na turalisrn.

No wonder it

makes uncomfortable reading" (Lodge 195).
Also,

in Jude the Obscure, Hardy made his final com -

plaint against his Creator.

Hardy never wrote another novel

because he exhausted his subject matter in Jude.

In refer -

ence to�, Peter J. Casagrande in his book entitled Unity
in Hardy's

Novels states:

"Hardy would exhibit his true

scope as a satirist in Jude, where his scathing attack on so
cial ills is at bottom a bitter lament that not just a law of
decay should prevail in nature, but a law of cruelty as well.
Hardy's target is the universe, the entire order of things.
In any case, in the late 1860's Hardy could find no publish er
for his spirited indictment of 'the squirearchy and nobility,
London society,
Christianity,

the vulgarity of

the middle class,

modern

church restoration, and political and domestic

morals in general'" (70).

Casagrande does not err in label

Hardy leaves no
Hardy's attack upon religion is, however,

ing Jude the Obscure an at tack;
ground uncovered.

in fact,
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the focal point of the novel.

Frank R. Giordano, Jr. empha-

sizes this point in the following comentary upon Jude:

"Jude

the Obscure provides a synthesis of Hardy's modern ethical
Hardy explored the situation of man in the modern

insights.

world- an alienated,

isolated consciousness confronting the

void created by the absence of God.

Man's search for meaning

becomes a search for himself, for he alone is able to impose
meaning on the disordered universe" (Giordano 133).
Throughout the novel, Hardy's depiction of this absence
of God is striking.
he prays,

Time and time again Jude is tempted and

but to no avail.

Arabella's brief conversion is

fruitless and Sue's is the source of her continued misery.
Even Philloston ,
novel,

the most innocent adult character in the

suffers gravely

and through no fault of his own.

"Father Time" takes the lives of his brothers and sisters as
Hardy,

well as his own.
screaming

throughout it all,

seems to be
Sadly,

"Where is the loving God of my youth?"

Hardy never found God, nor did any of the sad characters in
his

finest

and

m ost

complete tragedy J u d e

the

Obscure.

Shortly before Hardy's death, his wife read gospel accounts
and articles in the Encyclopedia Biblica to him, and he re
marked that there was not "' a grain of evidence that th e
gospe l

story

was

true

in

any

detail'"

(Th e

Life

479) •

Apparently, Hardy lived and died uncomforted by God and His
inaccessible religion, very much like Jude Fawley, his fic
tional counterpart.
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